
DQM news 

Technical side 



Web tools 

 Advantages 

 Can be ran out of P2 with access rights 

 Centrally maintained -> can’t be altered on machines 

 Modern languages and paradigms -> easier maintenance 
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http://aldaqweb.cern.ch/amore/ 

Admins only 
Admins 

DQM responsibles 
Admins 

DQM responsibles 

Admins 

DQM responsibles 

Shifters 



Agents Manager 

 DQM shifters will be able to use it but at the moment they 

must use the former amoreAgentsManager 

 Access rights will need to be taken from Glance/SAMS 

 DQM responsibles will be able to use it from anywhere 

 BEWARE !  

Do not stop or restart production agents, it would confuse 

the DQM shifter. At least inform him/her beforehand. 

Everything is logged.  

 DQM experts continue to start and stop non-production 

agents from the control room using the command line 



Module self-service 



Module self-service 



Module self-service 

Create a JIRA ticket for the DAQ 



Module release with self-service 

 Custom module release procedure 

 Write code 

 Test code 

 Commit code 

 Go to website, choose module and version 

 Compilation and validation, with feedback 

 If successful, creates a JIRA ticket for DQM developers 

 Asap, DQM dev release and install at P2 
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Release – QA framework 

 QA detector code 

 Write code in AliRoot 

 Test code 

 Commit code in AliRoot 

 Ask for port to release 

 Discussion on Monday’s meeting 

 If agreement, new release tag on Tuesday 

 Barth creates new RPM, test all modules and AMORE 

 If no problem, release and install at P2 at the next occasion 
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CDH v3 & Event Header 3.14 

 Data format has changed during LS1 

 Numerous problems in AliRawReader* classes 

 Several issues already fixed 

 Report to offline in case of problems, CC Daniele [and 

Barth] 

 



OCDB Snapshot 

 Fresh snapshot made yesterday for 2015 

 If default objects missing, contact Raffaele Grosso, CC 

Daniele [and Barth] 



P2 machines 

 P2 machines have been renamed 

 DQM machines : aldaqdqm01-aldaqdqm05 
 Many cores, 2 GB per core.  

 Shared file system  

 Better use sshdqm and sshrole than ssh to connect from arc 

 ARC stations : arcXXX 

 Ask Roberto Divia for details 

 arcdqm is the station of the dqm shifter 

 Gateway non-interactive : aldaqgw01-gpn02 

 From inside replace gpn by daq 



Reminder about novelties 

 As presented during the kickoff meeting (see backup 

slides for details) 

 Maskable objects quality 

 Selective image creation 

 Trending 

 Automatic restart of production agents (not enabled yet) 



Time for discussion ! 

 AMA (on the subject) 



Backup slides 



Detector readiness 

This can’t reflect the reality, thus please inform us about your progress.  



Maskable objects quality 

 Possibility to hide temporarily the quality of objects 

 Centrally recorded  other gui’s see the same 
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Selective image creation 

 image_generation=1 in DB for an agent 

 Images of each object 

 Costly operation 

 images_<det>.configfile 

 List objects for which images are generated 

 Single file for all agents of a detector 

 <det> = detector 3 letters code (uppercase) 
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Trending 

 Custom modules 

 Possibility to trend a MonitorObject 

 Over a fill or a run 

 Using a user-defined function returning a double 

 Adds an extra object (TH2 or Tgraph) to the agent 

containing the results of this function vs time 
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Trending with amoreQA 

 In your config file : 

Trend1 Default/hRawsOccupancyVsSector newPlotName 

                trendMean getMean run 120 5 shifter 

h2f 

 Function getMean defined in macro 

 Load the macro from config file  

 _macroLoad1 exampleTrendMacro.C 

 See documentation for details 
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Automatic restart of agents 

 Agents marked as production are restarted 

automatically  

 Check every 60 seconds (configurable) 

 If restarted more than 5 times in the past 30 minutes, do 

not restart again 

 Should we take any other action ?? 

 Can be enabled or disabled globally at P2 
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Reset policy 

 Option 1 

 Implement publisher’s Reset()  

 E.g. call myHisto->Reset() 

 It is called when the command is sent from gui or when explicitely called from the 
publisher, eg SOR 

 Option 2 (can be combined with Option 1) 

 Set a specific reset policy on certain objects  

 kResetObjectAtLaunchAndNewRun: Every time the agent starts or receive a 
new run, the object is reset. 

 kResetObjectAtNewRunOnly: At startup, the object is reloaded from the 
database if we are still in the same run. At SOR the object is reset. 

 kResetObjectDoNothing: The framework never resets this object. It lets the 
module handle this by itself. This is the default policy for all objects. 

 kResetObjectAtNewFillOnly : At startup, the object is reloaded from the 
database if we are still in the same fill. At SOR the object is reset if the fill has 
changed. 

Custom modules only ! 

QA reset always at SOR. 
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